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Abstract

In this work, we evaluate various existing dia-001
logue relevance metrics, find strong dependen-002
cies on the dataset, often with poor correlation003
with human scores of relevance, and propose004
modifications to reduce data requirements and005
domain sensitivity while improving correlation.006
With these changes, our metric achieves state-007
of-the-art performance on the HUMOD dataset008
(Merdivan et al., 2020) while reducing mea-009
sured sensitivity to dataset by 50%. We achieve010
this without fine-tuning, using only 3750 unan-011
notated human dialogues and a single negative012
example. Despite these limitations, we demon-013
strate competitive performance on four datasets014
from different domains. Our code including015
our metric and experiments is open sourced 1.016

1 Introduction017

The automatic evaluation of generative dialogue018

systems remains an important open problem, with019

potential applications from tourism (Şimşek and020

Fensel, 2018) to medicine (Fazzinga et al., 2021).021

In recent years, there has been increased focus022

on interpretable approaches (Deriu et al., 2021;023

Chen et al., 2021) often through combining vari-024

ous sub-metrics, each for a specific aspect of dia-025

logue (Berlot-Attwell and Rudzicz, 2021; Phy et al.,026

2020; Mehri and Eskenazi, 2020b). One of these027

key aspects is “relevance” (sometimes called “con-028

text coherence”), commonly defined as whether029

“[r]esponses are on-topic with the immediate dia-030

logue history” (Finch and Choi, 2020).031

These interpretable approaches have motivated032

measures of dialogue relevance that are not reliant033

on expensive human annotations. Such measures034

have appeared in many recent papers on dialogue035

evaluation, including USR (Mehri and Eskenazi,036

2020b), USL-H (Phy et al., 2020), and others (Pang037

et al., 2020; Merdivan et al., 2020). Additionally,038

1See Supplemental Material for a subset of experiments. A
full Github repository will be made available upon publication.

dialogue relevance has been used directly in train- 039

ing dialogue models (Xu et al., 2018). 040

Despite this work, comparison between these ap- 041

proaches has been limited. Aggravating this prob- 042

lem is that authors often collect human annotations 043

on their own datasets with varying amounts and 044

types of non-human responses and, as a result, com- 045

paring between approaches has been difficult, if not 046

impossible. We address this problem by evaluating 047

and comparing six prior approaches on four pub- 048

licly available datasets of dialogue annotated with 049

human ratings of relevance. We find poor correla- 050

tion with human ratings in various methods, with 051

high sensitivity to dataset. 052

Based on our observations, we propose a sim- 053

ple metric of logistic regression trained on BERT 054

features (Devlin et al., 2019), using “i don’t know.” 055

as the only negative example. With this metric, 056

described below, we achieve state-of-the-art cor- 057

relation on the HUMOD dataset (Merdivan et al., 058

2020). We make our code, data processing, and em- 059

pirical setup publicly available to encourage more 060

comparable results in future research. 061

The primary contributions of this paper are: (i) 062

empiric evidence that current dialogue relevance 063

metrics for English are sensitive to dataset, and of- 064

ten have poor correlation with human ratings, (ii) 065

a simple relevance metric that exhibits good cor- 066

relation and reduced domain sensitivity, and (iii) 067

the counter-intuitive result that a single negative ex- 068

ample can be equally effective as random negative 069

sampling. 070

2 Prior metrics 071

Prior metrics of relevance in dialogue can generally 072

be divided into more traditional approaches that are 073

token-based, and more current approaches based on 074

large pretrained models. These metrics are given 075

the context (i.e., the two-person conversation up 076

to a given point in time), as well as a response 077

(i.e., the next speaker’s response, also known as the 078
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‘next turn’ in the conversation). From these, they079

produce a measure of the response’s relevance to080

the context. Typically, the ground-truth response081

(also known as the ‘gold response’) is not assumed082

to be available.083

2.1 n-gram approaches084

There have been attempts to use metrics based on085

n-grams from machine-translation and summariza-086

tion, such as BLEU (Papineni et al., 2002), ROUGE087

(Lin, 2004), and METEOR (Banerjee and Lavie,088

2005) in dialogue. However, these approaches are089

limited: they require an often unavailable ground-090

truth response, they perform poorly when measur-091

ing dialogue quality (Liu et al., 2016), and they092

have poor correlation with human relevance scores093

(Merdivan et al., 2020).094

2.2 Average-Embedding cosine similarity095

Xu et al. (2018) proposed to measure the cosine096

similarity of a vector representation of the context,097

and the response. Specifically, the context and re-098

sponse are represented via an aggregate (typically099

an average) of the uncontextualized word embed-100

dings. This approach can be modified to exploit101

language models by instead using contextualized102

word embeddings.103

2.3 Fine-tuned embedding model for Next104

Utterance Prediction (NUP)105

This family of approaches combines a word em-106

bedding model (typically max- or average-pooled107

BERT word embeddings) with a simple 1-3 layer108

MLP, trained for next utterance prediction (typi-109

cally using negative sampling) (Mehri and Eske-110

nazi, 2020b; Phy et al., 2020). The embedding111

model is then fine-tuned to the domain of interest.112

In some variants, the model is provided with in-113

formation in addition to the context and response;114

e.g., Mehri and Eskenazi (2020b) measured rele-115

vance on annotated Topical-Chat data (Gopalakr-116

ishnan et al., 2019) by appending the topic string to117

the context. This general architecture and training118

paradigm have also been directly used as a metric119

of overall dialogue quality (Ghazarian et al., 2019).120

In this paper, we focus on the specific implemen-121

tation by Phy et al. (2020). They use max-pooled122

BERT embeddings that are passed into a single-123

layer MLP followed by softmax with two classes.124

Binary cross-entropy loss and random sampling of125

negative examples is used at train time.126

Note that, for methods that are fine-tuned or oth- 127

erwise require training, it will often be the case 128

that annotated relevance data is not available on the 129

domain of interest. As a result, the model perfor- 130

mance (i.e., correlation with human annotations) 131

cannot be measured on a validation set, and some 132

other means must be used to determine when train- 133

ing must stop (e.g., loss on the surrogate task, or 134

halting after a certain number of epochs). It is 135

therefore important that either the surrogate loss 136

correlates well with the model performance, or the 137

true validation curves of these methods be relatively 138

smooth and monotone so as to reduce the risk of 139

halting training on a model with poor performance. 140

Another concern with using trained metrics to 141

measure trained dialogue systems is that they may 142

both learn the same patterns in the training data. 143

An extreme example would be a dialogue model 144

that learns only to reproduce responses from the 145

training data verbatim, and a relevance metric that 146

learns to only accept verbatim responses from the 147

training data. We believe that this risk can be re- 148

duced by training the metric on separate data from 149

the model. However, this approach is only prac- 150

tical if the metric can be trained with a relatively 151

small amount of data and therefore does not com- 152

pete with the dialogue model for training examples. 153

Alternatively, a sufficiently generalizable metric 154

may be trained on data from a different domain. 155

2.4 Normalized conditional probability 156

Pang et al. (2020) also exploited pretrained mod- 157

els, however they instead relied on a generative 158

language model (specifically GPT-2). Their pro- 159

posed metric is the conditional log-probability of 160

the response given the context, normalized to the 161

range [0, 1]. Specifically, for a context q with can- 162

didate response r, their proposed relevance score is 163

defined as: c(q | r) = −
max(c5th,

1
|r| logP (r | q))−c5th

c5th
, 164

where |r| is the number of tokens in the response, 165

P (r | q) is the conditional probability of the re- 166

sponse given the context under the language model, 167

and c5th is the 5th percentile of the distribution of 168
1
|r| logP (r | q) over the examples being evaluated. 169

Mehri and Eskenazi (2020a) also relied on a 170

generative language model (specifically, DialoGPT 171

(Zhang et al., 2020)), however their approach mea- 172

sured the probability of followup-utterances, e.g., 173

“Why are you changing the topic?” to indicate irrel- 174

evance. Their relevance and correctness scores are 175

defined as c(q | r) = −
∑|n|

i=1 P (ni|r, q), where 176
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ni ∈ n is a negative response suggesting irrele-177

vance or incorrectness.178

3 Datasets used for analysis179

A literature review reveals that many of these meth-180

ods have never been evaluated on the same datasets.181

As such, it is unclear both how these approaches182

compare, and how well they generalize to new data.183

For this reason, we consider four publicly avail-184

able English datasets of both human and synthetic185

dialogue with human relevance annotations. All186

datasets are annotated with Likert ratings of rele-187

vance from multiple reviewers; following Merdi-188

van et al. (2020), we average these ratings over189

all reviewers. Due to variations in data collection190

procedures, as well as anchoring effects (Li et al.,191

2019), Likert ratings from different datasets may192

not be directly comparable. For this reason, we193

keep the datasets separate. This has the additional194

benefit of allowing us to observe generalization195

across datasets.196

3.1 HUMOD Dataset197

The HUMOD dataset (Merdivan et al., 2020) is198

an annotated subset of the Cornell movie dialogue199

dataset (Danescu-Niculescu-Mizil and Lee, 2011).200

The Cornell dataset consists of 220, 579 conver-201

sations from 617 films. The HUMOD dataset is202

a subset of 4750 contexts, each consisting of be-203

tween two and seven turns. Every context is paired204

with both the original human response, and a ran-205

domly sampled human response. Each response is206

annotated with crowd-sourced ratings of relevance207

from 1-5. The authors measured inter-annotator208

agreement via Cohen’s kappa score (Cohen, 1968),209

and it was found to be 0.86 between the closest rat-210

ings, and 0.42 between randomly selected ratings.211

Following the authors, we split the dataset into a212

training set consisting of the first 3750 contexts, a213

validation set of the next 500 contexts, and a test-214

set of the remaining 500 contexts. As it is unclear215

how HUMOD was subsampled from the Cornell216

movie dialogue dataset, we do not use the Cornell217

movie dialogue dataset as training data for any of218

our methods.219

3.2 USR Topical-Chat Dataset (USR-TC)220

The USR-TC dataset is a subset of the Topical-221

Chat (TC) dialogue dataset (Gopalakrishnan et al.,222

2019) created by Mehri and Eskenazi (2020b).223

The Topical-Chat dataset consists of approximately224

11, 000 conversations between Amazon Mechani- 225

cal Turk workers, each grounding their conversa- 226

tion in a provided reading set. The USR-TC dataset 227

consists of 60 contexts taken from the TC frequent 228

test set, each consisting of 1-19 turns. Every con- 229

text is paired with six responses: the original hu- 230

man response, a newly created human response, 231

and four samples taken from a Transformer dialog 232

model (Vaswani et al., 2017). Each sample fol- 233

lows a different decoding strategy, namely: argmax 234

sampling, and nucleus sampling (Holtzman et al., 235

2020) at the rates p = 0.3, 0.5, 0.7, respectively. 236

Each response is annotated with a human 1-3 score 237

of relevance, produced by one of six dialogue re- 238

searchers. The authors reported an inter-annotator 239

agreement of 0.56 (Spearman’s correlation). We 240

divide the dataset evenly into a validation and test 241

set, each containing 30 contexts. We use the TC 242

train set as the training set. 243

3.3 Pang et al. (2020) Annotated 244

DailyDialogue Dataset (P-DD) 245

The P-DD dataset (Pang et al., 2020) is a subset of 246

the DailyDialogue (DD) dataset (Li et al., 2017). 247

The DailyDialogue dataset consists of 13,118 con- 248

versations scraped from various websites, specifi- 249

cally digital spaces where English language learn- 250

ers could practice English conversation. The P-DD 251

dataset contains 200 contexts, each consisting of 252

a single turn. Each context is paired with a single 253

synthetic response, generated by a 2-layer LSTM 254

(Bahdanau et al., 2015). Responses are sampled 255

using top-K sampling for k ∈ {1, 10, 100}; note 256

that k varies by context. Each response is anno- 257

tated with ten crowdsourced 1-5 ratings of rele- 258

vance. The authors reported that inter-annotator 259

Spearman’s correlation varied between 0.57 and 260

0.87. Due to the very small size of the dataset (only 261

200 dialogues in total), and the lack of information 262

on how the contexts were sampled, we choose to 263

use this dataset exclusively for testing. 264

3.4 FED Dataset 265

The FED dataset (Mehri and Eskenazi, 2020a), con- 266

sists of 375 annotated dialogue turns taken from 267

40 human-human, 40 human-Meeta (Adiwardana 268

et al., 2020), and 40 human-Mitsuku conversations. 269

We use a subset of the annotations, specifically 270

turnwise relevance, and turnwise correctness (the 271

latter defined by the authors as whether there was a 272

“a misunderstanding of the conversation”). As the 273

authors note, their definition of correctness is often 274
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encapsulated within relevance; we thus evaluate on275

both annotations. Due to the small size, we used276

this dataset only for testing.277

4 Evaluating Prior Metrics278

For each of the aforementioned datasets, we evalu-279

ate the following relevance metrics:280

• COS-FT: average fastText 2 embedding cosine281

similarity. Implementation by Csáky et al.282

(2019).283

• COS-MAX-BERT: Cosine similarity with284

max-pooled BERT contextualized word em-285

beddings, inspired by BERT-RUBER (Ghaz-286

arian et al., 2019)287

• COS-NSP-BERT: Cosine similarity using the288

pretrained features extracted from the [CLS]289

token used by next-sentence-prediction head.290

• NUP-BERT: Fine-tuned BERT next-utterance291

prediction approach. Implementation by Phy292

et al. (2020). We experiment with fine-tuning293

BERT to the HUMOD train set (3750 dia-294

logues), the full TC train set, and TC-S (a295

subset of the TC training set containing 3750296

dialogues).297

• NORM-PROB: GPT-2 based normalized298

conditional-probability; approach and imple-299

mentation by Phy et al. (2020); note that the300

P-DD dataset was released in the same paper.301

• FED-RELEVANT & FED-CORRECT:302

DialoGPT based normalized conditional-303

probability; approach and implementation by304

Mehri and Eskenazi (2020a)305

In all cases, we use hugging-face306

bert-base-uncased as the pretrained307

BERT model. Only NUP-BERT was fine-tuned.308

To prevent an unfair fitting to any specific dialogue309

model, and to better reflect the evaluation of a new310

dialogue model, only human responses were used311

at train time. All hyperparameters were left at their312

recommended values. NUP-BERT performance is313

averaged over 3 runs.314

We do not evaluate n-gram approaches due to315

prior work suggesting no correlation (Merdivan316

et al., 2020), and a lack of gold-truth references.317

Note that we also evaluate GRADE (Huang et al.,318

2020) and DYNA-EVAL (Zhang et al., 2021); how-319

ever these are not measure of relevance. Instead,320

2https://fasttext.cc/

they measure the related property of dialogue co- 321

herence, defined by Zhang et al. (2021) as “whether 322

a piece of text is in a consistent and logical manner, 323

as opposed to a random collection of sentences”. 324

As relevance is a major aspect of dialogue coher- 325

ence, we include these baselines for completeness. 326

As both metrics are graph neural networks intended 327

for larger train sets, we use checkpoints provided 328

by the authors. GRADE is trained on DailyDia- 329

logue(Li et al., 2017), and DynaEval on Empathetic 330

Dialogue (Rashkin et al., 2019). 331

A summary of the authors’ stated purpose for 332

each metric can be found in the Appendix C. 333

4.1 Analysis 334

Table 1 makes it immediately clear that the normal- 335

ized probability (NORM-PROB & FED) and co- 336

sine similarity (COS-FT, COS-MAX-BERT, COS- 337

NSP-BERT) approaches do not generalize well 338

across datasets. Although NORM-PROB works 339

very well on the P-DD dataset, it has weak per- 340

formance on HUMOD and has, in fact, a signif- 341

icant negative correlation on USR-TC. Likewise 342

the FED metrics perform releatively well on the 343

FED data, but are negatively correlated on all other 344

datasets. Consequently, we believe that the NORM- 345

PROB and FED metrics are overfitted to their corre- 346

sponding datasets. Similarly, although the cosine- 347

similarity approach using FastText word embed- 348

dings has the best performance on the USR-TC 349

dataset, it performs poorly on HUMOD, and has 350

negative correlation on P-DD. As such, it is clear 351

that, while both cosine-similarity and normalized 352

probability approaches can perform well, they have 353

serious limitations. They are very sensitive to the 354

domain and models under evaluation, and are capa- 355

ble of becoming negatively correlated with human 356

ratings under suboptimal conditions. 357

Looking at the dialogue coherence metrics, we 358

find that DYNA-EVAL performs strongly on FED, 359

and weakly on all other datasets. GRADE per- 360

forms very strongly on HUMOD and P-DD (the 361

latter, likely in part as it was trained on DailyDia- 362

logue), however GRADE is uncorrelated on USR- 363

TC. Given that these metrics were not intended to 364

measure relevance, uneven performance is to be 365

expected as relevance and dialogue coherence will 366

not always align. 367

The final baseline, NUP-BERT, is quite com- 368

petitive, outperforming each of the other baselines 369

on at least 2 of the datasets. Despite this, we can 370
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HUMOD USR-TC P-DD FED-Correctness FED-Relevance
Prior Metric S P S P S P S P S P
COS-FT 0.09 0.10 *0.26 *0.24 −0.02 −0.04 0.08 0.04 0.11 0.07
COS-MAX-BERT *0.13 *0.10 *0.20 0.14 0.03 0.02 0.03 0.01 0.06 0.04
COS-NSP-BERT 0.08 0.06 0.08 0.09 *0.30 *0.23 −0.03 −0.01 −0.04 −0.02
NORM-PROB *0.19 *0.16 *−0.24 *−0.26 *0.65 *0.59 0.05 0.06 0.07 0.07
FED-CORRECT −0.06 −0.04 −0.08 −0.12 *−0.25 *−0.26 *0.17 *0.17 *0.15 *0.15
FED-RELEVANT −0.06 −0.05 −0.08 −0.12 *−0.26 *−0.27 *0.17 *0.17 *0.15 *0.15
GRADE *0.61 *0.61 0.00 0.03 *0.70 *0.68 0.12 0.12 *0.15 *0.15
DYNA-EVAL *0.09 *0.10 0.10 0.10 0.00 -0.02 *0.26 *0.27 *0.32 *0.31
NUP-BERT (H) *0.33 (0.02) *0.37 (0.02) 0.10 (0.02) *0.22 (0.01) *0.62 (0.04) *0.54 (0.02) �0.14 (0.04) *0.21 (0.03) *0.22 (0.01) *0.30 (0.01)
NUP-BERT (TC-S) *0.29 (0.02) *0.35 (0.03) �0.17 (0.03) �0.20 (0.04) *0.58 (0.05) *0.56 (0.04) 0.05 (0.04) 0.12 (0.01) �0.16 (0.04) *0.21 (0.01)
NUP-BERT (TC) *0.30 (0.01) *0.38 (0.00) 0.16 (0.02) *0.21 (0.02) *0.62 (0.05) *0.58 (0.04) 0.06 (0.01) �0.12 (0.02) *0.18 (0.02) *0.23 (0.01)

Table 1: Spearman (S) and Pearson (P) correlations of baseline models with average human ratings on the test sets.
BERT-NUP is averaged over three runs, with the standard deviation reported in brackets. Training data is specified
in brackets: (H) signifies HUMOD, (TC) signifies the Topical Chat training set, and (TC-S) signifies a subset of
TC containing 3750 dialogues (same size as the HUMOD train set). ‘*’ indicates all trials were significant at the
p < 0.01 level. ‘�’ indicates at least one trial was significant. Note that most cosine and language-model based
metrics attain negative correlation with human scores.

HUMOD USR-TC P-DD FED-Correctness FED-Relevance
Prior Metric S P S P S P S P S P
NUP-BERT (H) *0.33 (0.02) *0.37 (0.02) 0.10 (0.02) *0.22 (0.01) *0.62 (0.04) *0.54 (0.02) �0.14 (0.04) *0.21 (0.03) *0.22 (0.01) *0.30 (0.01)
NUP-BERT (TC-S) *0.29 (0.02) *0.35 (0.03) �0.17 (0.03) �0.20 (0.04) *0.58 (0.05) *0.56 (0.04) 0.05 (0.04) 0.12 (0.01) �0.16 (0.04) *0.21 (0.01)
NUP-BERT (TC) *0.30 (0.01) *0.38 (0.00) 0.16 (0.02) *0.21 (0.02) *0.62 (0.05) *0.58 (0.04) 0.06 (0.01) �0.12 (0.02) *0.18 (0.02) *0.23 (0.01)
IDK (H) *0.58 (0.00) *0.58 (0.00) 0.18 (0.00) *0.24 (0.00) *0.53 (0.00) *0.48 (0.01) *0.15 (0.00) *0.23 (0.00) *0.24 (0.00) *0.29 (0.00)
IDK (TC-S) *0.58 (0.00) *0.58 (0.00) 0.18 (0.00) *0.22 (0.00) *0.54 (0.01) *0.49 (0.01) *0.15 (0.00) *0.23 (0.00) *0.24 (0.00) *0.29 (0.00)

Table 2: Comparison of our proposed metric (IDK) against the NUP-BERT baseline on the test set. Note the strong
improvement on HUMOD and equivalent, or slightly improved performance on USR-TC, at the cost of performance
loss on P-DD. Note IDK performance is almost independent of training data.

see that performance on HUMOD, USR-TC, and371

FED is still fairly weak. We can also observe that372

NUP-BERT has some sensitivity to the domain of373

the training data; fine-tuning on HUMOD data re-374

sults in lower Spearman’s correlation on USR-TC,375

and fine-tuning on USR-TC performs worse on the376

FED datasets. However, the amount of training377

data (TC vs TC-S) has little impact.378

Overall, the results of Table 1 are concerning as379

they suggest that at least five current approaches380

generalize poorly across either dialogue models, or381

domains. The absolute performance of all metrics382

studied vary considerably by dataset, and the rel-383

ative performance of closely related metrics such384

as COS-FT and COS-NSP-BERT, or NUP-BERT385

with different training data, varies considerably386

between datasets. As a result, research into new di-387

alogue relevance metrics is required. Furthermore,388

it is clear that the methodology for the evaluation389

of dialogue relevance metrics must be updated to390

use various dialogue models in various different391

domains.392

5 IDK: A metric for dialogue relevance393

Based on these results, we propose a number of394

modifications to the NUP-BERT metric to produce395

a novel metric that we call IDK (“I Don’t Know”).396

The overall architecture is mostly unchanged, how- 397

ever the training procedure and the exact features 398

used are altered. 399

First, based on the observation that the amount of 400

training data has little impact, we decide to freeze 401

BERT features entirely and do not fine-tune to the 402

domain. Additionally, whereas the NUP-BERT 403

baseline uses max-pooled BERT word embeddings, 404

we instead use the pre-trained next sentence predic- 405

tion features – from the documentation 3: “(classi- 406

fication token) further processed by a Linear layer 407

and a Tanh activation function [...] trained from the 408

next sentence prediction (classification) objective 409

during pre-training”. 410

Second, to improve generalization and reduce 411

variation in training (particularly important as the 412

practitioner typically has no annotated relevance 413

data), and operating on the assumption that rele- 414

vance is captured by a few key dimensions of the 415

NUP features, we add L1 regularization to our re- 416

gression weights (λ = 1). Note that we also exper- 417

imented with L2 regularization and found similar 418

performance on the validation sets (see Appendix, 419

Table 9). 420

Third, in place of random sampling we use a 421

3https://huggingface.co/transformers/
v2.11.0/model_doc/bert.html
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fixed negative sample, “i don’t know", at all time422

steps. This allows us to train the model on less423

data.424

Additionally, we perform a minor simplification425

of the model to reduce the number of weights, using426

logistic regression in place of 2-class softmax. We427

train for 2 epochs using binary cross-entropy loss –428

the same as the NUP-BERT baseline. We use the429

Adam optimizer (Kingma and Ba, 2015) with an430

initial learning rate of 0.001, and batch size 6.431

Table 2 reports the correlation between the met-432

ric’s responses and the average human rating. We433

achieve a Pearson’s correlation on HUMOD of434

0.58, surpassing HUMOD baselines (Merdivan435

et al., 2020), and achieving parity with GRADE436

(0.61). We have included examples of the our met-437

ric’s output on the HUMOD dataset as well as scat-438

ter plot of IDK vs human scores in Appendices A439

and E respectively.440

Compared to NUP-BERT, we see that our pro-441

posed metric has strong improvement on the HU-442

MOD dataset and equivalent or stronger perfor-443

mance on USR-TC and FED, at a cost of reduced444

performance on P-DD. In particular, IDK (TC-S)445

performance on the FED datasets is considerably446

stronger than NUP-BERT (TC-S). As the perfor-447

mance drop on P-DD is less than the performance448

gain on HUMOD, and as HUMOD is human data449

rather than LSTM data, we consider this tradeoff450

to be a net benefit.451

Compared to GRADE in particular, we have re-452

duced performance on P-DD, equivalent perfor-453

mance on HUMOD, and stronger performance on454

USR-TC and FED (in particular, correlation on the455

USR-TC dataset is non-zero). It is worth noting456

that, in general, our approach does not out-perform457

the baselines in all cases – only the majority of458

cases. As such, when annotated human data is459

not available for testing, it would appear that our460

approach is the preferred choice.461

Our metric is also preferable, as it is less sensi-462

tive to domain. To numerically demonstrate this,463

we measure the domain sensitivity of the evaluated464

metrics as the ratio of best Spearman’s correlation465

to worst Spearman’s correlation – this value should466

be positive (i.e., there is no dataset where the met-467

ric becomes negatively correlated), and as close to468

1 as possible (i.e., there is no difference in perfor-469

mance). Looking at Table 9, we find IDK strongly470

outperforms all prior metrics, reducing this ratio by471

more than 50% compared to the best baseline.472

Prior Metric Ratio
FED-CORRECT −0.7
FED-RELEVANT −0.7
NORM-PROB −2.7
COS-NSP-BERT −7.5
COS-FT −13
GRADE ∞
DYNA-EVAL ∞
NUP-BERT (TC-S) 11.6
NUP-BERT (TC) 10.3
COS-MAX-BERT 6.7
NUP-BERT (H) 6.2
IDK (H) 3.9
IDK (TC-S) 3.9

Table 3: Ratio of best Spearman correlation to worst on
all datasets for all metrics. Sorted in improving order.

5.1 Testing NSP feature dimensionality 473

As a followup experiment, we tested our assump- 474

tion that only a fraction of the BERT-NSP features 475

are needed. Plotting the weights learned by IDK 476

on HUMOD, we found a skewed distribution with 477

a small fraction of weights with magnitude above 478

0.01 (See Appendix, Figure 1). Hypothesizing that 479

the largest weights correspond to the relevant di- 480

mensions, we modified the pretrained huggingface 481

NSP BERT to zero all dimensions of the NSP fea- 482

ture, except for the 7 dimensions corresponding to 483

the largest IDK HUMOD weights. We then eval- 484

uated NSP accuracy on three NLTK (Bird et al., 485

2009) corpora: Brown, Gutenburg, and Webtext. 486

As expected, we found that reducing the dimen- 487

sionality from 768 to 7 had no negative impact (see 488

Appendix, Table 6). Again, note that the mask 489

was created using IDK trained on HUMOD data, 490

and the weights of BERT and the NSP prediction 491

head were in no way changed. Therefore, it is clear 492

that (at least on the datasetes tested) over 99% of 493

the BERT NSP feature dimensions can be safely 494

discarded. 495

5.2 Ablation tests 496

Table 4 outlines correlation when ablating the L1 497

regularization, or when using randomly sampled 498

negative examples in place of “i don’t know". 499

Specifically, we produce negative examples by 500

shuffling the responses of the next 3750 dialogues 501

in the dataset. The clearest observation is that L1 502

regularization is critical to good performance when 503

using “i don’t know" in place of negative samples – 504

otherwise, the model presumably overfits. Second, 505

we can see that using “i don’t know" in place of 506

negative samples has a mixed, but relatively mi- 507

nor effect. Thirdly we can see that the effect of 508

L1 regularization is quite positive when training 509

on TC data (regardless of the negative samples), 510
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HUMOD USR-TC P-DD FED-Correctness FED-Relevance
Data L1 idk S P S P S P S P S P
H ✓ ✓ *0.58 (0.00) *0.58 (0.00) 0.18 (0.00) *0.24 (0.00) *0.53 (0.00) *0.48 (0.01) *0.15 (0.00) *0.23 (0.00) *0.24 (0.00) *0.29 (0.00)
H ✓ *0.42 (0.06) *0.42 (0.05) *0.24 (0.00) *0.25 (0.00) *0.29 (0.06) *0.32 (0.03) *0.14 (0.00) *0.17 (0.01) *0.21 (0.01) *0.19 (0.02)
H ✓ *0.61 (0.00) *0.61 (0.00) 0.12 (0.00) *0.21 (0.01) *0.55 (0.00) *0.52 (0.01) 0.09 (0.00) *0.19 (0.01) *0.17 (0.00) *0.26 (0.01)
H *0.60 (0.00) *0.61 (0.00) 0.18 (0.00) *0.26 (0.01) *0.54 (0.00) *0.50 (0.01) 0.10 (0.02) �0.11 (0.02) �0.14 (0.02) 0.09 (0.03)
TC-S ✓ ✓ *0.58 (0.00) *0.58 (0.00) 0.18 (0.00) *0.22 (0.00) *0.54 (0.01) *0.49 (0.01) *0.15 (0.00) *0.23 (0.00) *0.24 (0.00) *0.29 (0.00)
TC-S ✓ *0.36 (0.04) *0.34 (0.05) 0.17 (0.01) 0.11 (0.01) *0.34 (0.03) *0.32 (0.04) *0.14 (0.00) *0.15 (0.01) *0.21 (0.00) *0.17 (0.01)
TC-S ✓ *0.59 (0.01) *0.54 (0.03) �0.18 (0.04) *0.27 (0.02) *0.52 (0.03) *0.43 (0.05) �0.14 (0.01) *0.21 (0.00) *0.22 (0.01) *0.29 (0.01)
TC-S *0.35 (0.07) *0.41 (0.01) �0.13 (0.10) *0.21 (0.03) �0.23 (0.10) �0.27 (0.11) 0.05 (0.06) 0.11 (0.03) �0.12 (0.12) �0.18 (0.04)

Table 4: Test correlation of various ablations of the proposed metric. The L1 column signifies whether L1
regularization is used (λ = 1), and the “idk” column indicates whether the negative samples are “i don’t know”, or a
random shuffle of 3750 other human responses. Note that L1 regularization is beneficial when training on TC-S.

and mixed but smaller when training on HUMOD511

data. Overall, this suggests that when annotated512

relevance data is not available, then L1 regulariza-513

tion may be helpful. Its effect varies by domain,514

but appears to have a much stronger positive effect515

than a negative effect.516

The result that L1 regularization allows us to517

use “i don’t know” in place of random negatives518

samples is quite interesting, as it seems to counter519

work in contrastive representation learning (Robin-520

son et al., 2021), and dialogue quality evaluation521

(Lan et al., 2020) suggesting that “harder” negative522

examples are better. We believe that the reason523

for this apparent discrepancy is that we are not524

performing feature learning; the feature space is525

fixed, pretrained, BERT NSP. Furthermore, we’ve526

shown that the pretrained NSP feature space is ef-527

fectively 7 dimensional (possibly less). As a result,528

we believe that much of the details of the nega-529

tive sample is lost by the effective projection to530

7D. Consequently, as our model is low-capacity,531

“i don’t know” is sufficient to find the separating532

hyperplane. Having said this, it is still unclear why533

we see improved performance on FED when train-534

ing on HUMOD data. Comparing the histograms535

of learned weight magnitudes (see Appendix, Fig-536

ure 2) we find that the ablated model has larger537

number of large weights – we speculate that the538

random negative samples’ variation in unrelated539

aspects such as syntactic structure is responsible.540

5.3 Additional Experiments: Triplet Loss541

A limitation of binary-cross-entropy (BCE) loss542

is that it encourages the model to always map “i543

don’t know” to zero; yet, the relevance of “i don’t544

know” varies by context. Motivated by this intu-545

ition, we experimented with a modified triplet loss.546

Unfortunately, the results suggest equivalence at547

best, with a risk of producing degenerate solutions548

(see Appendix G for details).549

6 Related Work 550

In addition to the prior metrics already discussed, 551

the area of dialogue relevance is both motivated 552

by, and jointly developed with, the problem of 553

automatic dialogue evaluation. As relevance is 554

a major component of good dialogue, there is a 555

bidirectional flow of innovations. The NUP-BERT 556

relevance metric is very similar to BERT-RUBER 557

(Ghazarian et al., 2019); both train a small MLP 558

to perform the next-utterance-prediction task based 559

on aggregated BERT features. Both of these share a 560

heritage with earlier self-supervised methods, such 561

as adversarial approaches to dialogue evaluation 562

that train a classifier to distinguish human from 563

generated samples (Kannan and Vinyals, 2017). 564

Another example of shared development is the use 565

of word-overlap metrics such as BLEU (Papineni 566

et al., 2002) and ROUGE (Lin, 2004) that have been 567

imported wholesale into both dialogue relevance 568

and overall quality from the fields of machine- 569

translation and summarization, respectively. 570

Simultaneously, metrics of dialogue evaluation 571

have been motivated by dialogue relevance. There 572

is a long history of evaluating dialogue models on 573

specific aspects; Finch and Choi (2020) performed 574

a meta-analysis of prior work, and proposed di- 575

mensions of: grammaticality, relevance, informa- 576

tiveness, emotional understanding, engagingness, 577

consistency, proactivity, and satisfaction. New ap- 578

proaches to dialogue evaluation have emerged from 579

this body of work, seeking to aggregate individual 580

measures of various dimensions of dialogue, often 581

including relevance (Mehri and Eskenazi, 2020b; 582

Phy et al., 2020; Berlot-Attwell and Rudzicz, 2021). 583

These approaches also share heritage with earlier 584

ensemble measures of dialogue evaluation such as 585

RUBER (Tao et al., 2018) – although in the case 586

of RUBER, it combined a referenced and unrefer- 587

enced metric rather than separate aspects. 588

Metrics of dialogue relevance and quality also 589
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share common problems such as the diversity of590

valid responses. Our findings that existing rele-591

vance metrics generalize poorly to new domains592

is consistent with previous findings about metrics593

of dialogue quality (Lowe, 2019; Yeh et al., 2021).594

Thus, our work suggests that this challenge extends595

to the subproblem of dialogue relevance as well.596

At the same time, it must be remembered that597

measuring holistic dialogue quality is a very dif-598

ferent task from measuring dialogue relevance – it599

is well established that aspects of dialogue such as600

fluency, and interestingness are major components601

of quality (Mehri and Eskenazi, 2020b,a), and these602

should have no impact on relevance.603

With respect to prior work comparing relevance604

metrics, we are aware of only one tangential work.605

Yeh et al. (2021) briefly studied how various met-606

rics of dialogue quality perform at predicting rele-607

vance. They reported results on two of the datasets608

we used (specifically, P-DD and FED). Interest-609

ingly, the authors found that the FED metric per-610

forms well on P-DD (reporting a spearman’s corre-611

lation of 0.507), however our results demonstrate612

that the components of FED that are meant to mea-613

sure relevance (i.e. FED-REL and FED-COR) are614

significantly negatively correlated with human rel-615

evance scores. Additionally, as Yeh et al. (2021)616

focus on quality, they do not compare performance617

between the two relevance datasets. Instead they618

compare performance on quality against perfor-619

mance on relevance, and use the discrepancy to620

conclude that measuring relevance alone (as done621

by NORM-PROB) is insufficient to determine qual-622

ity. Although we agree that relevance alone is in-623

sufficient for dialogue quality evaluation, our work624

provides a richer understanding. Our finding that625

NORM-PROB performs poorly across a range of626

relevance datasets suggests that the poor perfor-627

mance of NORM-PROB in the quality-prediction628

task is also caused by the poor relevance general-629

ization in addition to the insufficiency of relevance630

to measure overall quality.631

7 Discussion632

Our experiments demonstrate that several pub-633

lished measures of dialogue relevance have poor, or634

even negative, correlation when evaluated on new635

datasets of dialogue relevance, suggesting overfit-636

ting to either model or domain. As such, it is clear637

that further research into new measures of dialogue638

relevance is required, and that great care must be639

taken in their evaluation to compare against a num- 640

ber of different models in a number of domains. 641

Furthermore, it is also clear that for the current 642

practitioner who requires a measure of relevance, 643

there are no guarantees that current methods will 644

perform well on a given domain. As such, it is wise 645

to collect a validation dataset of human-annotated 646

relevance data for use in selecting a relevance met- 647

ric. If this is not possible, then our metric, IDK, 648

appears to be the best option – achieving both good 649

correlation and the lowest domain sensitivity, even 650

when trained on different domains. Furthermore, 651

when training data is scarce, our results suggest 652

that the use of strong regularization allows for the 653

use of a single negative example, “i don’t know”, 654

in the place of randomly sampled negative samples. 655

If that is still too data intensive, then our results 656

suggest that our metric is fairly agnostic to the do- 657

main of the training data; therefore training data 658

can be used from a different dialogue domain in 659

place of the domain of interest. 660

Having said this, it is clear that further research 661

into what exactly these metrics are measuring, and 662

why they fail to generalize, is merited. The re- 663

sults are often counter-intuitive; our demonstration 664

that 99% of the BERT NSP features can be safely 665

discarded is just one striking example. Similarly, 666

although our empiric results suggest that use of 667

a single negative example generalizes across do- 668

mains, there is no compelling theoretical reason 669

why this should be so. More generally, all the 670

metrics outlined are complex, dependent on large 671

corpora, and, created without ground truth annota- 672

tions. As a result, they are all dependent on either 673

surrogate tasks (i.e., NUP), or unsupervised learn- 674

ing (e.g., FastText embeddings). Consequently, it is 675

especially difficult to conclude what exactly these 676

metrics are measuring. At present, the only strong 677

justification that these metrics are indeed measur- 678

ing relevance is good correlation with human judge- 679

ments – poor generalization across similar domains 680

is not an encouraging result. 681

Although the metric outlined is not appropri- 682

ate for final model evaluation (as it risks unfairly 683

favouring dialogue models based on the same pre- 684

trained BERT, or similar architectures), our aim 685

is to provide a useful metric for rapid prototyping 686

and hyperparameter search. Additionally, it is our 687

hope that our findings on the domain sensitivity of 688

existing metrics will spur further research into both 689

the cause of – and solutions to – this problem. 690
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A Example Evaluations916

Dialogue Turn Human IDK
Mommy – - -
Yes, darling. - -
Did you ever make a wish? - -
Oh, lots of times. - -
Did your wishes ever come
true?

5.00 4.97

What’s your real name? 1.00 3.81
Sometimes. 4.67 4.60
From high school Mary? Yeah,
I saw her about six months ago
at a convention in Las Vegas.

1.00 1.13

I made a wish today, and it
came true just like Edward said
it would.

5 4.9

When I am sure I am among
friends.

2.33 3.01

Yes, Albert? - -
John, we’re going huntin’. - -
Who’s goin? - -
We’re all going. - -
Nick’s going? 4.67 4.65
I will keep you safe. We are
both older.

2.00 1.09

Nick , Vince , Albert and John. 4.00 4.95
A ride? Hell, that’s a good idea.
Okay, let’s go. Hey, let’s go.

2.33 4.68

No women? 4.00 2.39
I guess so 3.00 2.59

Table 5: Two multi-turn examples from HUMOD test
set. The randomly sampled distractor turns are italicized,
and are not part of the context in subsequent turns. For
ease of comparison, the scores generated by our metric
(IDK trained on HUMOD) are linearly shifted and re-
scaled to 1-5.

B NSP Masking Experiment Results917

The results of the NSP masking experiment are918

outlined in Table 6. Note that masking > 99% of919

the NSP feature had no impact on the pretrained920

model, and actually improved accuracy by 2.8%921

on the Webtext corpus.922

C Exact objectives of prior metrics923

In this section, we briefly outline the stated purpose924

of each of our relevance metrics evaluated:925

Masked Brown Gutenburg Webtext
85.7% 75.3% 65.4%

✓ 85.6% 75.5% 68.2%

Table 6: Next Sentence Prediction (NSP) performance
on various NLTK (Bird et al., 2009) corpora using a
pre-trained BERT and NSP head. When masked, we
zero-out the 768-dim BERT NSP feature, leaving only
the 7 dimensions corresponding to the largest magnitude
weights in IDK (H) (i.e., we zero out > 99% of the
feature vector).

• COS-FT: “In this work, given a dialogue his- 926

tory, we regard as a coherent response an ut- 927

terance that is thematically correlated and nat- 928

urally continuing from the previous turns, as 929

well as lexically diverse.” (Xu et al., 2018) 930

• NUP-BERT: “Maintains Context: Does the 931

response serve as a valid continuation of the 932

preceding conversation?” (Mehri and Eske- 933

nazi, 2020b) 934

• NORM-PROB: “context coherence of a di- 935

alogue: the meaningfulness of a response 936

within the context of prior query” (Pang et al., 937

2020) 938

• FED-REL: “Is the response relevant to the 939

conversation?” (Mehri and Eskenazi, 2020a) 940

• FED-COR: “Is the response correct or was 941

there a misunderstanding of the conversation? 942

[...] No one has specifically used Correct, 943

however its meaning is often encapsulated in 944

Relevant.” (Mehri and Eskenazi, 2020a) 945

We also outline the stated purpose of the dia- 946

logue coherence metrics evaluated: 947

• GRADE: “Coherence, what makes dialogue 948

utterances unified rather than a random group 949

of sentences” (Huang et al., 2020) 950

• DYNA-EVAL: “dialogue coherence: consid- 951

ers whether a piece of text is in a consistent 952

and logical manner, as opposed to a random 953

collection of sentences” (Zhang et al., 2021) 954

D Learned HUMOD-IDK Weights 955

Figure 1 depicts the distribution of weight- 956

magnitudes learned by IDK on the HUMOD train- 957

ing set. Notably, there is a very small subset of 958

weights which is an order of magnitude larger than 959

1



the others. Figure 2 demonstrates that the use of960

random sampling in place of “i don’t know” when961

training on the HUMOD dataset causes a larger962

number of large weights.963

Figure 1: Histogram of log weight magnitudes learned
by IDK on HUMOD. Note the small number of weights
that are an order of magnitude larger.

Figure 2: Histogram of log weight magnitudes learned
by IDK and Ablated IDK on HUMOD. The specific
ablation is the use of random negative samples in place
of “i don’t know”. Note that Ablated IDK has a larger
number of large weights than normal IDK.

E Scatter Plots964

Figures 3, 4, 5, 6, and 7 illustrate IDK vs human965

scores of relevance, where the IDK training data966

is HUMOD. A regression line is fitted to highlight967

the trend.968

Figure 3: IDK scores, linearly re-scaled to the range
1-5, versus human scores of relevance, on the HUMOD
test set.

Figure 4: IDK scores, linearly re-scaled to the range
1-3, versus human scores of relevance, on the USR-TC
test set.

Figure 5: IDK scores, linearly re-scaled to the range 1-5,
versus human scores of relevance, on the P-DD test set.
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Figure 6: IDK scores, linearly re-scaled to the range
1-3, versus human scores of relevance, on the FED-
CORRECT test set.

Figure 7: IDK scores, linearly re-scaled to the range
1-3, versus human scores of relevance, on the FED-
RELEVANT test set.

F Performance on validation data split969

Correlations of the models on the validation set are970

outlined in Table 7 for prior metrics, and in Table971

9 for all ablations and variants of our model.972
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HUMOD USR-TC
Prior Metric S P S P
COS-FT 0.08 0.08 *0.27 0.17
COS-MAX-BERT 0.08 0.05 0.18 *0.19
COS-NSP-BERT 0.06 *0.09 *0.23 *0.25
NORM-PROB *0.27 *0.25 *−0.29 *−0.30
FED-CORRECT *−0.10 *−0.09 −0.14 −0.15
FED-RELEVANT *−0.10 *−0.09 −0.14 −0.16

GRADE *0.64 *0.64 0.02 0.00
DYNA-EVAL *0.14 *0.15 −0.05 −0.06

NUP-BERT (H) *0.37 (0.01) *0.38 (0.00) *0.38 (0.02) *0.39 (0.01)
NUP-BERT (TC-S) *0.32 (0.01) *0.36 (0.02) *0.38 (0.04) *0.41 (0.04)
NUP-BERT (TC) *0.33 (0.02) *0.37 (0.02) *0.45 (0.07) *0.44 (0.02)

Table 7: Spearman (S) and Pearson (P) correlations of prior metrics with human ratings on the validation splits of
all provided dataset. As NUP-BERT is trained we perform 3 runs, reporing the mean and standard deviation. (*)
denotes p < 0.01 accross all trials. Underline indicates a negative correlation. NOTE: USR scores are human only
for COS-FT, NORM-PROB and NUP-BERT

HUMOD USR-TC P-DD FED-Correctness FED-Relevance
Data L1 idk S P S P S P S P S P
H ✓ ✓ *0.59 (0.01) *0.55 (0.02) 0.17 (0.01) *0.28 (0.01) *0.54 (0.03) *0.44 (0.02) �0.13 (0.02) *0.21 (0.01) *0.21 (0.01) *0.30 (0.00)
H ✓ *0.15 (0.05) *0.19 (0.06) �0.19 (0.01) *0.25 (0.02) 0.10 (0.04) �0.17 (0.05) 0.10 (0.02) �0.11 (0.02) �0.14 (0.02) 0.09 (0.03)
H ✓ *0.45 (0.24) *0.42 (0.21) 0.14 (0.04) �0.23 (0.10) �0.39 (0.21) *0.34 (0.14) 0.11 (0.02) �0.18 (0.06) *0.20 (0.02) *0.25 (0.08)
H *0.61 (0.00) *0.60 (0.01) 0.17 (0.00) *0.23 (0.01) *0.55 (0.01) *0.53 (0.01) �0.14 (0.00) *0.20 (0.02) *0.22 (0.00) *0.27 (0.02)
TC-S ✓ ✓ *0.32 (0.44) *0.25 (0.55) 0.12 (0.06) �0.10 (0.24) *0.24 (0.47) *0.21 (0.46) 0.10 (0.04) �0.10 (0.14) �0.17 (0.07) �0.14 (0.21)
TC-S ✓ *0.27 (0.11) *0.26 (0.10) 0.16 (0.02) 0.14 (0.03) �0.22 (0.12) �0.22 (0.09) �0.13 (0.01) *0.15 (0.01) *0.19 (0.02) *0.17 (0.02)
TC-S ✓ *-0.20 (0.69) *-0.20 (0.65) -0.03 (0.17) �-0.05 (0.29) *-0.18 (0.62) *-0.19 (0.54) �-0.05 (0.18) *-0.07 (0.26) *-0.08 (0.27) *-0.09 (0.35)
TC-S �0.18 (0.20) *0.18 (0.06) 0.04 (0.07) 0.09 (0.17) 0.10 (0.07) 0.07 (0.06) 0.02 (0.10) �0.08 (0.07) 0.00 (0.10) �0.12 (0.10)

Table 8: Repeat of ablation experiments, instead using modified triplet loss (m = 0.4) in place of binary cross
entropy. Contrary to our intuition, we do not find any improvement in performance. Comparing against Table 4, we
find either equivalent or degraded performance, with an additional tendency to converge to a degenerate solution
(e.g., see high variances in TC-S with L1 and idk).
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Name HUMOD Spear HUMOD Pear TC Spear TC Pear
H_Rand3750_bce *0.58 (0.00) *0.57 (0.01) *0.46 (0.00) *0.43 (0.02)
H_Rand3750 *0.58 (0.00) *0.58 (0.00) *0.46 (0.00) *0.45 (0.02)
H_IDK_L1 *0.56 (0.01) *0.53 (0.02) *0.45 (0.03) *0.44 (0.02)
H_IDK_L2 *0.55 (0.00) *0.55 (0.01) *0.44 (0.00) *0.44 (0.00)
H_Rand3750_L1 *0.42 (0.22) *0.40 (0.20) *0.44 (0.00) *0.45 (0.01)
H_Rand3750_L2 *0.56 (0.00) *0.55 (0.01) *0.45 (0.00) *0.44 (0.02)
H_Rand3750_bce_L1 *0.58 (0.00) *0.58 (0.00) *0.45 (0.00) *0.46 (0.00)
H_Rand3750_bce_L2 *0.57 (0.00) *0.56 (0.00) *0.45 (0.00) *0.42 (0.00)
H_IDK_bce_L1 *0.57 (0.00) *0.56 (0.00) *0.42 (0.01) *0.41 (0.00)
H_IDK_bce_L2 *0.50 (0.01) *0.51 (0.01) *0.39 (0.00) *0.42 (0.00)
H_IDK_bce *0.39 (0.05) *0.40 (0.05) *0.36 (0.02) *0.34 (0.00)
H_IDK *0.15 (0.05) *0.19 (0.06) 0.09 (0.05) �0.21 (0.05)
TC-S_IDK_L1 *0.29 (0.43) *0.23 (0.53) *0.39 (0.07) *0.41 (0.07)
TC-S_IDK_L2 *0.54 (0.01) *0.55 (0.01) *0.43 (0.01) *0.44 (0.00)
TC-S_IDK_bce_L1 *0.57 (0.00) *0.56 (0.00) *0.43 (0.00) *0.40 (0.00)
TC-S_IDK_bce_L2 *0.47 (0.02) *0.48 (0.01) *0.41 (0.00) *0.39 (0.01)
TC-S_IDK_bce *0.35 (0.04) *0.33 (0.05) *0.40 (0.01) *0.31 (0.01)
TC-S_IDK *0.25 (0.10) *0.24 (0.10) *0.34 (0.05) *0.36 (0.03)
TC-S_Rand3750_L1 *-0.19 (0.67) *-0.20 (0.63) *-0.13 (0.52) *-0.14 (0.50)
TC-S_Rand3750_L2 �-0.33 (0.27) �-0.32 (0.26) *-0.45 (0.02) *-0.43 (0.02)
TC-S_Rand3750_bce_L1 *0.56 (0.01) *0.52 (0.03) *0.44 (0.03) *0.40 (0.02)
TC-S_Rand3750_bce_L2 *0.04 (0.55) *0.09 (0.56) �-0.26 (0.27) �-0.23 (0.31)
TC-S_Rand3750_bce *0.31 (0.05) *0.36 (0.03) �0.16 (0.29) �0.18 (0.26)
TC-S_Rand3750 �0.15 (0.17) *0.11 (0.02) �-0.14 (0.24) �-0.06 (0.27)

Table 9: Validation correlation of all of tested variants and ablations of our model. H vs. TC-S indicates training
set (HUMOD or subset of TopicalChat respectively). IDK vs. Rand3750 indicates whether negative examples
are “i don’t know” or random. If bce is present, then binary cross entropy was used as the loss, otherwise our
modified triplet loss is used. If L1 or L2 is present, then L1 or L2 regularization with λ = 1 is used respectively,
otherwise no regularization is used. Again, standard deviation over three trials is reported in parentheses, and
‘*’ is used to indicate that all trials were significant at p < 0.01. ‘�’ indicates at least one trial was significantly
different from zero at p < 0.01. Note that L1 and L2 regularization have similar effects, with the exception of worse
performance between TC-S_Rand2750_bce_L1 and TC-S_Rand2750_bce_L2; we suspect this could be overcome
with hyperparameter tuning.
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G Additional Experiments: Triplet Loss973

An intuitive limitation of using “i don’t know” as974

a negative example with binary-cross-entropy loss975

is that this encourages the model to always map976

“i don’t know” to exactly zero. However, the rele-977

vance of “i don’t know” evidently varies by context.978

Clearly, it is a far less relevant response to “I was in-979

terrupted all week and couldn’t get anything done,980

it was terrible!” than it is to “what is the key to981

artificial general intelligence?” Motivated by this982

intuition, we experimented with a modified triplet983

loss, L(c, r) = − log (1 +m− ft(c, r)) where984

ft(c, r) = max (y(c, r)− y(c, r′) +m, 0).985

Intuitively, a triplet loss would allow for the rele-986

vance of “i don’t know” to shift, without impacting987

the loss as long as the ground-truth responses con-988

tinue to score sufficiently higher. Note that the loss989

is modified to combat gradient saturation due to the990

sigmoid non-linearity. However, the results (see991

Table 8) suggest equivalence, at best. Often, this992

loss performs equivalently to binary cross-entropy993

(BCE) but it can also produce degenerate solutions994

(note the high variance when training on TC data).995

Furthermore, it does not appear to produce superior996

correlations.997

For this reason, we believe that, although adapt-998

ing triplet loss for next-utterance prediction in place999

of binary cross-entropy could be made to work, it1000

does not appear to provide any advantages. If vali-1001

dation data is available, it can be used to confirm1002

whether the model has reached a degenerate solu-1003

tion, and thus this loss could be used interchange-1004

ably with BCE. However, there does not appear to1005

be any advantage in doing so.1006
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